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Freshtnan questionnaires
reveal favorable aHitudes
by Lori Oden
The result of two freshman
surveys are completed and
will be ready for use by the
Office of Student Affairs in
the next few weeks.
The first questionnaire was
directed toward the incoming
freshmen and was distributed
in all English 101 classes. The
response rate was 91 percenl
The questions were designed
to help clarify the reasons for
choosing John Carroll in the
selection of a university, attitudes toward the university,
and what type of material
was available to them that
may have influenced their
final decision.
The findings indicated that
58% of those that answered
were influenced in their
selection by their parents.
The respondent's attitude toward JCU was overwhelmingly favorable. 98 percent
felt both that they had no
difficulty in obtaining information and the quality of
materials offered them was
superior.
In the second survey conducted, questionnaires were

mailed to those students that
were expected to come to
John Carroll this past fall but
did not register. A preliminary questionnaire was sent
out during Thanksgiving
vac.ati.on and was followed ~
a Sl~lar survey form during
Chnstmas break. Fifty-five
percent responded to the request.
It was discovered that 95%
of these respondents are
presently attending another
university. For 50% of the
people involved, Carroll was
a second choice in their selection of universities. A large
number of these inQividuals
it was found, had some t~
of contact with the university, with 50% actually visiting the campus.
The re asons these
individuals gave for discarding John Carroll in favor of
another school was concentrated in the academic, financial or personal preference
categories.
It seems that a major complaint was the absence of a
particular area of study that
an individual may be looking

for. Financial responsibilities
were also ranked high. Many
answered that they felt the
tuition was too high and the
monetary requirements could
not be met. In the area of
personal circumstances, the
most popular response was
the desire to go farther away
from home.
The information obtained
by these bits of data will be
used to update past surveys
of this kind, the most recent
being in 1973, to help aid the
admissions office in its recruiting procedure.
According to Vice-President of Student Affairs,
James M. Lavin, this information will be used as a
guideline in adjusting the
admissions literature in the
futre.
Lavin also stressed the
importance of interpretating
the data so that correct assumptions will be made. In
this sense, Lavin believes that
with every new survey taken,
the changes and improvementa in format will alleviate
most of the penis of misinterpretation.

•

A look at the events of May
The following events will be taking place
on campus this week:
John Carroll will present The Concert
Band and Brass Choir in Kulas Auditorium
on Friday, May 5th at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are
$1.00 for adults and $.75 for students.
The Little Theater will be showing a
three-act comedy, "Purlie Victorious," on
May 5, 6, and 7 at 8:30 p.m. Admission is
free and open to the public.
On Monday, May 8, Dr. J. Richard Keefe,
director of research for BioSpace Incorporated and designer of a biolog-experiment
aboard the joint Soviet-American biosatellite Kosmos 782 will begin a four-week

course in "Challenges of Outer Space." The
course will be offered from 8-9:30 p.m. in
Room 226 of the Administration. Tuition is
$25.00. For further information call the Office of Continuing Education at 491-4316.
The Educator's Alumni dinner will be
held on Tuesday, May 9 with Peter P. Carlin,
assistant superintendent of the Cleveland
Public Schools as the guest speaker.
Actor Lew Ayres will present his 1976
Golden Globe winning film, "Altars of the
World," on Friday, May 12 at 7:30 p.m. in
Kulas Auditorium. Admission for the performance is $3.00. A special seminar presentation will be held Saturday, May 13 at 9:30
a.m.

OH-catnpus sorority fortned
Lambda Gamma Sigma, a
new service sorority here,
was granted a charter last
Monday by the Student
Organizational Council. This
new organization seeks to
further involve off-campus
and part-time students in social and academic activities
by initiating unity and action.
Working with Alpha Sigma

Theta, the National Honor
Society of Evening Students,
L.G.S. plans to work toward
the settlement of grievances
and problems of off-campus
students. Hopefully, this will
bridge the gap between commuter students and campus
institutions.
Along with increasing offcampus student involvement,

Birkenhauer to

be auctioneer

Father Henry Birkenhauer,
University President, will be
an auctioneer on Channel
25's eleventh annual televised
auction on May 13 through
May 21.
Over 4,000 items are auc-

tioned off during the course
of nine days in May, and all
you have to do to bid is sit in
the comfort of your living
room with your dial tuned to
Channel 25 and the phone by
your side.

The Green Gators defeated the Irish of Notre Dame In a masterful performaoee last Saturday at South Bend, Indiana.

More student awards
by Judy Pentz
With the end of the school
year upon us, the following
departments have announced
the outstanding students in
each of the departments.
At the Accounting Association Banquet, the following

seniors were honored : Mary
Anthony, Richard Bonjorno,
William Hoelting, Mike
Merriman , Joan Carroll,
Anthony Tricarichi, Steve
Perney, Ed Nagorny, and
Chris Parrilli. Juniors
honored were Terri Yuhaniak, Mary Martinez, Lynn
Deck bar, Thomas Rieger ,
Ross Christoph, James Zins,
and James Schaefer. Sophomores honored were Julianne
Smiley, Eli Poljac, Mike Celebucki , Gregory Marke,
Catherine Melfi, Robert Raineri, Robert Monitello, Joseph
Kalback, and John Vetalice.
The Outstanding Biology
Major award was given to
Mark Talamonti, and the Terence H. Ahearn, S.J . awards
were given to Roderick Jordan and John Difini.

In the Physics Department,
L.G.S. will assist in Alumni the Lawrence J . Monville
functions on-campus and Stu- award was given to Charles
dent Union sponsored activi- Allen. The Lubrizol awards
ties.

were given to Charles Allen,
Thomas East, Robert Hauenstein. Robert Hauenstein was
honored with the Jospeh L.
Hunter award.
The Education Department
announced the recipients of
l.he Scbolastic Achievement
Award in Education. At the
secondary level, Susan Petryk
was honored, and at the elementary level, Patricia Kellackey was honored.
James Focareto and Mary
Catherine Niuzzo are the first
recipients of the Walter J .
Friedaender Memorial
Award in Art History, named
after the great German art
historian. Through the generosity of the Hydraulic Products, Inc., these annual cash
awards consist of a first and
second prize for outstanding
research in art history at
$125 and $75 respectively,
and a $50 prize for perceptive writing about art. Mr.
Focareto won the first place
award for his reassessment of
the motivations behind Michelangelo's David. Miss
Niuzzo's paper was a careful
comparison of two nineteenth
century French landscapes on
exhibit at the art museum.

---Summer placement available-Looking for a summer job?
MATCH, a Cleveland-based
referral and placement service, is now placing college
students into semi-skilled
positions in law, medicine,
health services, photography,
public relations, and special
education.
MATCH is a volunteer,
non-profit organization that
can put you into a volunteer
position in your specific area

of interest. You have nothing
to gain but experience, and
when you are in the job market, that experience can
mean a great deal.
For more information, contact Bonnie Kaplan at the
Jewish Vocational Service,
13878 Cedar Rd., or call 3211381.
Summer jobs on a nationwide basis are available from
Manpower, Inc., the world's

largest temporary help firm.
The company is looking for
vacationing teachers and college students to fill 30,000
job openings.
The positions, available in
office, health care, industrial,
marketing, and engineering
areas, pay above minimum
wage. Interested persons
should contact the Manpower,
Inc., office in their home

area.
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--------Commentary-------

-

"Israel at Thirty" refuted
by A. II. Demb

"Israel at Thirty," Gregory
J . W Urwin's article of the
April 14, Carroll News draws
a p a r a ll e l between "this

country's near genocide of
her Indian population" and
Israel's relation shi p to the
Palestinians Urwin evidences
concern for the consciences
of the United States and "her
little, neo-fascist ally."
Mr. Urwin should have also
had more concern for j ournalistic responsibility and historical fact. The term "neofascist" is not merely an attitude nor an epithet. It can be
sharply defined. Webster defines fa scism as "a system of
government characterized by
rigid one-party dictatorshlp,
forcible s uppression of the
opposition ( union s, other.
especially leftist, parties,
minority groups, etc.)"
Israel is a country generally acknowledged to have
institutions and practices
similar to our own. Its government is freely elected by
its citizens.
Voting privileges apply
equally to men and women,
and to Moslem and Christian
as well as to Jew.
There are many political
parties, so many that every
Israeli government since 1948
has been a coalition government.

how the term " neo-fascist"
applies.
He writes that with t he
coming of the immigrants,
the Palest i nia n s we r e
promptly disposed of t heir
ancestral homes. He ignores
the years of land buying, acre
by acre, usually from absentee Arab land-owners who
were happy to sell "worth
less" land at infl ated prices
to the "crazy" J ews.
Urwin writes of the refugees, certainly a tragic chapter of our time. But how did
they become refugees? In
1947, when the United Nations voted for partition , the
J ews reluctantly accepted the
pl a n. The Arabs r e j ecte d
partition and attacked Israel.
This is why there is no
Palestinian Arab st ate today.
The Arabs living in Palestine
were told by the attackers to
leave the1r homes and get out
of the way of the soldiers,
that in a couple of weeks
when the Jews were slaughtered and pushed into the
sea, they could return and
claim everything.
There is ample evidence,
from British and other
sources, that the Jews in
many cases tried to p~rsuade
the Arabs to stay and help
build t he country with them.
Many did so and are citizens
of Israel today.
Most of those who fled

I•('(\

l(avD ot=
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mto the country.
How many know that Is- (
)
rael, through its contribuLEnERS
lions to the United Nations,
has given more for the relief
.._--------------~-----of Arab refugees that any sinhe suffered as he watched his
Baseball
gle Arab country with the
stenuous
efforts defeated by
exception of Saudi Arabia?
To the Editor:
ballplayers and administraMr. Urwin becomes almost
Last Sunday evening Car- tors who just didn't car e.
lyrical when he writes of the roll held its annual Spring
terrorists turning and fight- Sports banquet. Many outAra bas hit over .350 for
ing like men for their human s t a ndin g a t hl e tes we r e two consecutive years and is
dignity. Fi hting a ainst ~d and many received
-on his way to another .300
who .
e
ld1'el'l mur- trQphies in appreciation of
i&•-..iiiM~Mi~llliiri-;,)I~MiiM~'45~5~·~·~.,. ... tn ......... reruseason. He has been on the
dered on a school bus; their accomplishments.
Dean's list for seven semesnewspape r s. Even news- gee camps. They were kept
ters - but this year he probpapers published in neighbor- there by Arab governments, unarmed tourists at a civilian
airport; unarmed Olympic
But perhaps the fin est athably won't make it because
ing Arab countries, countries who were content to use
athletes; hundreds of inno- lete of all was given the same
be has sacrificed his studies
that consider themselves to their misery as a political
cent Arab civilians. These are thing he has received the
-(
in order lo dedicate more
be at war with Israel, are weapon against Israel.
the trophies of the terrorists previous three years - nothA Palestinian Arab state
time to his "duties" as
openly sold and circulated.
in their struggle for human ing. I am referring to the
could have been established
"player-coach' ' of the team.
dignity.
The free exercise of reli- at anytime between 1948 and
captain of the baseball team,
The last two weeks he has
gion is observed, and the 1967 when Jordan controlled
Again, Mr. Urwin makes no Ara Bagdasarian.
played in pain despite docHoly Places are accessible to the West Bank and Egypt
comment on this. He reserves
I have participated in athall.
held the Gaza Strip. They
his outrage only for the re- letics all my life, and I have tor's advice to refrain from
playing because of a back insponse to these atrocites.
The fact that these condi- were simply not interested in
never before had the honor jury. At this year's banquet
~
doing
so.
tions are difficult to find anyThe Middle East has a long of playing on the same team
where else in the Middle East
How many remember that
and tortured history Peace with a more dedicated, un- the team was represented by
ehctts no comment from Mr. there were over 600,000 Jewwill come with knowledge selfish, courageous athlete. only a handful players and an
Urwin
ish refugees from Arab counand understanding and long For four years Ara has given absentee coach.
tries'
They
are
rarely
spoken
Certainly. Mr. Urwin need
negotiations. This kind of tun- himself wholeheartedly to
The speakers at the bannot agree with Israeli poli- of because Israel welcomed
nel vision will never be able the baseball program.
quet were in the midst of bycies, but it is difficult to see and absorbed most of them
to see it.
passing any recognition of t he
Not only has he always baseball team , when Ara
spent an incredable amount courageously marched up to
of extra time developing his the stage to try and save face
own skills as an athlete, but for the team. With full
this year he took upon his knowledge of his fate , he acshoulders the insurmountable cepted the embarassing task
John Schweitzer, Editor
burden of running the entire of representing the lowly
team ; and with a tear in his
Karen Lysyk •••••
News Editor program.
eyes he admiringly spoke
All
year
Ara
has
fought,
Jim Reho . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • Features Editor
well of the few players who
in vain, to instill had the decency to attend.
Jack Schufreider • • •
• • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • Sports Editor seemingly
some token of spirit and
Mary Ann Moclerelli. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Business Manager pride into a pitifully neBut for the gutsy captain,
Pete Hughes ••••••••••••••••••••• Advertising Manager glected baseball team which there was no token of gratihas been p lagued by an
from his teammates or
Mike Woods. • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • Photography Editor administration that doesn't tude
the school - nothing to show
Marty Conroy • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Circulation Manager give a damn. Alone, he ac- for four years of servitude.
the impossible task of
John Russell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Assistant News Editor cepted
I cried, because I have
reconciling the ever widening
Alex Santa-Pinter, Bill Hahn . ..................... Photographers communication gap between never before in my life been
proud to be associated
Jon Gorczyca, Dennis Wirtz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Artists forty hopelessly despaired so
with such an outstanding
ballplayers
and
an
inexuseReporters and staH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marie Toth, Patrice Aylward,
ably understaffed coaching young man and because he
Lori Oden, Mary Jo Gill, Genie McGuire, Steve Mikals, James Gibson, George
staff. Under these conditions never got of the program
Yezbak, Pete Sheehan, Joe Ogrinc, Lonzo Browning, W. W. Whitcraft, and Harry
any other person would have what he had put into it.
given up the fight- but Ara Thank you, Ara.
Gauzman
Sincerely,
never did , despite the
Dr. Joseph Miller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Faculty Advisor
Jim Carrabine
tremendous mental anguish
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Mason speaks on religion s status, God-talk
1

by Steve Mlkals
(This week's interview is with
Dr. David R. Mason, an as·
sociate professor in the Reli·
gious Studies Department.)
Dr Mason approaches the
field of Religious Studies at
John Carroll from an inter·
esting perspective - besides
his degrees in philosophical
theology he also happens to
be an Episcopal priest. After
spending four years in parish
work, he found his interests
to be more inclined toward
the academic life, and contin·
ued his studies at the University of Chicago.
Although some people find
it unusual for an Episcopal
priest to be teaching religious
studies at a Jesuit institution,
he himself views the situation
as unexceptional in the field.
He is also a family man, and
his office walls and doors dis·
play the "theological activity"
of his young children brightly crayoned pictures of
God, angels, and demons.
Our discussion touched on
the relevance of religious
studies courses to students,
the existence of God, and the
religious atmosphere in
America today. Dr. Mason
also briefly discussed his be·
lief in the necessity for
faculty members to regularly
exchange ideas and publish
their personal scholastic ef·
forts He emphaslze<J ln e
importance of printed works
and critical papers to stu·
dents and faculty in a healthy
collegiate intellectual envi·
ronment.
Mtkals - The Religious
Studies Department at John
Carroll is small in relation to
other majors, so the majority
of students taking these
classes do so for core requirements. How do you approach a potentially apathetic
or skeptical audience?
Dr. Mason - There are a
number of Roman Catholic
students at John Carroll who
have had religion in high
school and are filled up to
the ears with it and may resent it. But it seems to me,
and I don't know if I'm kid·
ding myself or not, that there
is enough evidence that they
find the academic study of
religion significantly different than they had anticipated
from their knowledge of it in
high school courses.
They find we are not in the
business of converting people
to a particular kind of faith.
It's a valid thing to do, but
it's not what we're after.
We're in the business of
teaching people and being as
intelligent as possible about
various religious phenomena
and thinking, and how to conceptualize it.
M - What validity do you
feel these courses have for
college students in modem
society?
Dr. Presumably, the
value of a liberal arts core
requirement in general is a
broadening and deepening of

what it means to be human in
a civilized world, and what
the fruits of that civilization
are.
One of the important ways
to be human is to be human
religiously. It's· important to
understand the vanous kinds
of religious and conceptual·

experience and phenomenon.
Fundamental to this is the
theological argument Cor the
existence of God.
M - When you talk about
theology, Dr Mason, you
emphasize a rational funda·
mental approach But doesn't
it seem that theology and

"n.e claim of religions is that they have
an insight into how to be an authentic
human
God or the universe.''
ities that are involved in this.
It has the same value in that
respect to studying English,
or History or the Social
Sciences. Basically the value
lies in knowing how to be an
authentic human being. The
claim of religions is that they
have an insight into how to
be an authentic human being
in the presence of either God
or the universe.
M - You mentioned that
some of the material may
challenge the students' belief.
In what way?
Dr . - Different teachers
go about it in different ways.
It's never my purpose to chal·
lenge them directly, say for
what I may take to be baggage left over from child·
hood. But, in fact, when one
investigates certain things
that are important, like an
atheistic challenge to theism,
this does. If I find certain
arguments of an atheist to be
valid, this inevitably chal·
lenges someone.
I look at some of the new
scholarly work being done in
New Testament Studies, such
as Bultman's, and may find
someone challenging a literal
belief in myth. This threatens
some people. But I do this to
take the deepest look at what
the best people are saying.

• • •
Our discussion then centered on the question of how
theology approaches the veri·
fication of religious

religious belief are more
intangible and non-rational
than empirical or rational?
Dr. - When you talk about
the physical sciences, their
method of verification basi·
cally comes down to empiri·
cal verification. I don't think
though, that empirical verification is the sum total of
experiential verification .
Our experience is deeper
and more multi-faceted than
that which we rightly call
empirical, which refers to the
five senses. I think we have
experiences of "living from
moment to moment, of
memory, of anticipation, etc."
that are genuinely called ex·
periences. Religion is more
akin to these. I experience
myself as "of ultimate
worth or oo worth, or despair, etc.::_
This is an experimental
basis for being religious.
Being theological is a step removed from this. It is a mat·
ter of looking at religious
assertions or experiences and
try to find out what is funda·
mental there, and articulate
the fundamental assertions
that are meaningful. Of
course you must then form
some criteria for intelligibil·
ity. These things can't be
checked empirically because
the fundamental assertions,
at least of Christianity and
other major religions, have to
do with a non-empirical real·
ity.
M-How can you validate
these truth claims then?

Dr. M-You do it rationally. One validates religious
claims by seeing if they are
internally coherent, and if
they are intelligible by the
best criteria of reason Insofar as one can do this it can
be said that something is
meaningful and makes sense
I don't know of anybody who
claims that the assertions of
religions are ever 100%
clinchingly proved. It could
not be justified.
M- What is your response
to someone like Dr. Tomasic
who claims that all talk of
God is nonsensical because
we can never verify our
claims?
Dr. M.- I think Professor
Tomasic is invok1ng, and
we've argued about this, the
criteria of emp1rical verification. It's just as clear in my
mind that God is not an
empirical reality and the
question of God's existence
cannot be an empirical question and is completely misunderstood if it's thought to be
that. It can't be an empirical
reality, because empirical
realities might or might not
exist.
The claim implied in theistic beliefs is that God cannot
not exist, that God is a neces·
sary existence. The question
then is does that kind of
claim make sense and on

Christianity, Judaism. or
Islam, the major theistic reli·
gions.

• • •
Our final topic was the
atmosphere or religious belief in our society today, in
particular John Carroll students.
M- How would you
char acterize the religious
attitude or students here?
Dr. M.
I would preface
this by saying that it is difficult to get a pulse on this
kind of thing There doesn't
seem to be too much skepti·
ctsm. When I brmg up controversial points. people don't
get terribly upset about this.
I havo::n't the vaguest idea on
bow many go to church. It's
hard to get a feel for this.
M- Do you find that there
is a trend in society towards
more traditional religious
worship and beliefs·~
Dr. M. I suppose that
there is, but to me there is no
unabashed reason for
optimism as might be
thought. In my academic
position I have found the
opportumty to stand back,
and where some are genu·
inely optimistic, I have some
reservations, especially with
respect to the born-again
Christian phenomenon. In
this ch arismatic ren ewaJ,
m
I
11 lo
of profanity, bu\ 1 a lso suspect there may be a lot of
idiocy This is not helpful to
institutional religions
Along wtth 1t goes an al·
most irrational kind of
behavior, a desire to be non·
rational and affirm one's
faith non-rationally. ln the
long run I think this harmful
to faith .

whpt . . . . . . .

1 think one can mtelligibly
talk about God as a being
that necessarily ~xists. Necessary existence, I don't think
in and of itself, is nonsense. It
means that which must exist
no matter what exists. the
a b s t r a c t r e s i d u u m of
whatever is. This is the kind
of view that is necessar:Y to
support something like

.

Gauzman Bestows
Harrys, Onions
by Harry Gauunan
Every year I get the opportunity to deal out awards to
important campus and quasi~ampus celebrities. Harrys are
good. Onions are bad. The rest of the awards exist somewhere
in a gray area that is either good or bad depending upon point
of view.
HARRY

To the Blizzard of '78 - for 3 of the most productive (?) days
all year- no school'
ONION
JCU's resident urban planner-Jack Collins-for the development of "Housing Roulette."
Faculty Awards
The "Won't somebody be my friend" Award-Or. O'Hearn
The "I feel the earth move under my feet" award-Dr. Wal·
ters
The "ldi Amin-Eat 'em alive" award-Dr. Panichi
The "Fortune 500 award for economic mediocrity"-Fr. DuHy.
The "Woody Hayes award for excellence in leadership"Coaches Stupica and Yackshaw.
Students
The "Dino DeLaurentis" award-Paul Gellot
The "Herbal Essence'' Award-Chris ''The Cat" Iannone
The "Her bite is worse than her bark'' award- Tracy Coyne
The "Guess who's coming to dhmer" award-John Kostyo
The "Singing Nun" award- Rita Dollard (Dominique)
The "Cosmic Joe on the air" award-Dave O'Laughlan.
The "Richard J . Daley Political Machine" award- Tim Freeman
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Needed: A Catholic Renaissance

Speak- Easy. •

•

American as any Yankee and
largely middle class They
are well educated and many
have college dgrees. Catholics
are m all the professions. and
many are molders of public
opinion , writers. journalists,
poets, politicians. and lawyers. We have elected a Catholic president, and except for
its more subtle manifestations, we have eliminated
anti-Catholicism from the
American character.
And yet. the Church is on a
rapid decline. Why? Part of
the blame must be attributed
to lack of vision, initiative,
and security on the part of
our clergy, but the bulk of it
belongs to the people ourselves.
Most Catholics have an incredible inferiority complex.
As we have become more
Americanized, we associated
ethnicity with the secondrate, and our religion and its
values with despised ethnicity. Well, any normal person is never ashamed of his
roots, any more than he is of
himself. And only a fool
would tum his back peremptorily on so rich and longlived a tradition.
It is a great thing to be a
Catholic. I'm proud to subcan be said ab out them. Cath- scribe to the philosophy that
olic scboola achieved tbe as- converted the Western world
similation and education of to a belief in the dignity of
large masses of foreigners man. charity. compassion,
into American society in mercy. and justice. There's
record time. We are no nothing second-rate about the
longer an immigrant, work- work of Mother Teresa of
Calcutta or thousands of peoing class Church.
ple like her. and they are
Our people are now as

by Gregory J .W. Urwin
One cannot spend any considerable amount of time at a
Catholic institution of higher
learning and fail to be impressed by a sense of wasted
potential. blighted promise.
and lack of direction. In an
era when the American
Church is desperately in need
of strong and dynamic leaders, espedally among the
laity. she is being Jet down by
her colleges and universities.
For the past eighteen years,
the Church has been on the
verge of an American Catholic renaissance, it has not
yet come, and she has been
literally rotting for the want
of it.
The manifold resources we
possess for a flowering of
Catholic culture and community are amazing. With
nearly fifty million members,
the Church is the largest
minority group in this country; in fact, the United States
is one of the largest Catholic
countries in the world. It certainly is the richest, and for
that reason alone, it should
be the most influential.
The Catholic community in
this nation has undergone a
remarkable transformation.
For all the bad things that

-- -l~_

"1 haven't seen a pair of those since the snows."

what they are because they
are Roman Catholics.
It is up to institutions like
John Carroll to rouse themselves and militantly foster
Catholic values and ideals.
We must explore and define
that uniquely American form
of the Catholic spirit, and infuse our students with it.
We have a new mission
statement, but what we need
is a sense of mission, the zeal
to defend and appreciate our
own heritage. People never
become less of what they are
or what they should be until
they stop believing in themselves.

Ayres to highlight
various world faiths
The great religions of man
will be highlighted by actor

Lew Ayres when he presents
his 1976 Golden Globe
Award-winning film , "Altars
of the World," in Kulas Auditorium on Friday, May 12, at
7:30p.m.
Ayres, best known for his
role in "All Quiet on the
Western Front," will be on
hand to discuss the film

Class.i fieds
Write In Ralph for B«audryt
SPOrts Oui1 : Match theso scorl<$ from the
Rat-Bar Golf 0\Jting with their golfers, 57,
60. 6t, 63, 7•; B. F., Blackie, Luetts, G~IU,
Zetts. and the Redhead.
Bon annivers.aire, ma cherie amoure. Lynn
Marie. Rouge.
Hey til' sis, we loves ya' ou1 here, haPPY
belated blrtnoay. Everybody's got fo grow
old- so grow uP. huh? Just kidding. P .S.

Such is life.
Steve: It's been super, you great big hunk of
man! -JtmmvWimmv.
zan: Lool(ing forward to another year together- Paul.
To Neat. Chris. George, Eddie, Bobby K..
Gib. Hell, Rick, Brian. Dan, Sid. Carl. Gor·
don. John B .. Cat, Bill P., Dave 0 ., Molly B.,
the progs. Anarchy slill exlsl$. The reliolu·
Hon is alive.

. which presents a comparative
view of man's religions. Included in the survey are
Islam, Christianity, Hinduism. Judaism, Shinto, Zoroastrianism, Buddism, Taoism,
Confucianism, Jainism and
Sikhism.
The film represents 20
years of effort in the veteran
actor-producer's lifetime and
features interviews with mystics, religious leaders and
disciples.
General admission for the
Friday performance is $3. A
special seminar presentation
wiU be held Saturday, May
13, at 9:30 a.m. It will feature
an open discussion-seminar
.with Ayres. Saturday seminar
tickets are $17 per person
and include lunch.

Black Theatre production fun-filled
by Lomo Browning
This spring's Black Theatre
production is a fun-filled
farce written by noted stage
actor Ossie Davis: "Purlie
Victorious." The play, produced by the Afro-American
Society in conjunction with
the Little Theatre, May 5, 6,
7, 8:30 each night. The show
closes SWlday, so be sure to
put it on your calendar right
now, as soon as you can. To
miss this show, with all its
high caliber and merriment,
is regrettable, il not pathetic.
"Purlie Victorious" had
made a name for itself in the
early 1970s and late 1960s.
Quotations and scenes from
the play have apeared in
many newspapers, magazines,
and even books since it first
appeared on the stage.
The play has a topical
theme. It covers the conflict
between the Old and New
South. That is, segregation
versus school busing. Governor George Wallace first
catching word of political unknown, Jimmy Carter. Neil
Young's "Southern Man." In a
phrase, very 1960-ish.
But that is just the play's
theme. The style, language,

the whole comedy itself, transcends far, far beyond topicaHty, the failure of which
one finds a weakness in plays
such as Neil Simon's "Star
Spangled Girl." "Purlie Victorious" develops into the
grand tradition of commedia
dell'arte. This is the timeless
comedy of characters.
The play is filled with
characters so funrty they
make your eyes water. 11 you
like the Marx Brothers, for
example, you would probably
enjoy the madcap zaniness of
the characters and dialgoue
of "Purlie Victorious."
The actors and actresses of
this production live up to the
comical greatness of their
roles. They are laughable and
lovable with a passion. If you
feel that you deserve a few
luxuries this weekend, after
studying for finals and lastweek tests and papers and
all, come and see the acting
in this show, for the acting is
definitely a luxury.
The production blends
veteran actors Sharon
Hughes and Frank Shepherd,
seniors, with theatrical newcomers Keith Prather (who
plays the lead role, Purlie

Victorious, exceedingly well).
Judy Kirkland. and Mike
Curry.
The lucky audience gets to
see the best of both worlds mature, crafted, knowledgeable, polished, artists at work
with enthusiastic, fresh,
young and rough yet highly
polishable initiates. Thus we
have the distinguishing mark
of this production - that
which you probably will not
see in any other production
of ''Purlie," and which will
disappear along with the
stage setting over at the Little Theatre after Sunday
night's perf(}rmance.
Sharon Hughes as Missy
Judson comes on the stage
strong and stays that way.
She puts body and soul into
her speeches, making her the
fitting female foil in Missy's
verbal duels with the eloquent and loquacious Purtie
whenever the commedia dell'arte miles gloriosus in his
soul makes its presence
known. She explains the
southern black's condition
epigrammatically: "Sure is a
lot of fun being colored - as
long as nobody is looking."
Except for a few instances

(which we can but attribute with his boots on."
to his newness to the stage),
Judy Kirkland as LutieKeith Prather as Purlie belle Gussie Mae Jenkins
carries out the variations in held her own among such
his character very welL He fine performances. Lutiebelle
gives meaning and fortitude plays Liza Doolittle to
to Purlie's meaningful Purlie's Henry Higgins, so to
speeches, and comedy to speak, and fails comically.
Purlie's braggart and Rounding out the cast were
exaggerated qualities and fine performances by Mispeeches.
chelle Bell, Ray SaviciWlas,
If you're looking for por- John Herbert and Jerry
trait masterpieces, come see Mramor.
Frank Shepherd's Gitlow
Dir-ector Harold Tye deJudson and Mike Curry's 01'
Colonel Cotchipee. I'll hardly serves applause. Many of the
ever forget Frank's big smile scenes have plenty of slapand his gestures, how he stick in them - especially a
easily moves back and forth scene where the Colonel
from a poor, simple, hard- brings out his bullwhip
working, callused cotton against Purlie. Such a scene
picker to a cotton-pickin', is difficult to handle on a
lowdown, conniving, sneaker, small stage. But all has been
shrewd, callous con man. And worked out well with the
the Colonel! Thoroughly director's deft hand.
Confederate. Thoroughly
As a finaJ note, for you
comic. Bravo to whoever did
Mike's makeup! Bravo to theatre trivia fans, John SillMike he hardly ever ings, a 1957 graduate of John
missed his timing in the Carroll, was stage director
plentiful comic lines the for the original Broadway
Colonel has. lines such as production of "Purlie Victori''Are you trying to get non- ous." Who knows? We may
violent with me, boy?" The see some of today's Little
Colonel gives new meaning to Theatre performers in
the old exoression, "dying professional theatre someday.
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Format changes do FM more harm than good
by Mark Toth
Since this is my last article,
thought I'd do you all a
favor and leave you with
some assorted musical
thoughts to ponder all summer long until that next issue
in September.
I had intended to write a
big article concentrating on
the state of 100 FM radio in
Cleveland. As you see, I didn't, but I do want to make a
few quick comments in passing, so to speak. There has
been a lot of hoopla lately
about WMMS and their great
community standing.
They do deserve much
credit for many of the
promotions they put on, and
they are without a doubt the
best known album-oriented
rock station. The last few
years, however, have seen a
change in the policy of the
station, which I for one am
disappointed in. The fact is,
though, many more people
feel just the opposite, and
therefore WMMS is enjoying
great success.
In the earlier years of this
decade, both WMMS and old
WNCR were notable in that
they prided themselves in
playing music which, while
not commercially successful,
was nonetheless enjoyable to
listen to. All the unknown
group and new cts could b
heard throughout the day.
The format was such that one
was not only entertained, but
also educated.
Some of the best music put
out back then, and even
today for that matter, was
put out by those musicians
who were more concerned
with musical quality than
commercial success. Although
it is not always the case,
there is usually a trade-off
which must be made between
music quality and commercial success.
A good promotional push
by a record company can
really help an artist. After
all, it is radio that sel Is
records. Few people buy a
record on looks alone. They
have either heard the album
themselves, or it has been
recommended by a friend.

The radio stations in effect
make an artist big in that
they give the artist a break.
in this case some exposure.
If the artist has talent, or if
for some unknown reason has
no talent but still attracts a
following, (such as Kiss, Alice
Cooper, punk rock groups.
and anyone who plays disco
or funk music), they will sell
well and become established
with the audience. Without
that exposure, however, they
usually remain mainly unknown, except to a small following who become known as
a "cult."
These artists make music
because they like to. They
know full weU that they don't
have to bow to demands to
sacrifice quality just to make
a few more dollars, since
they don't make that much
anyway. Some of the best
musicians, technically, today
are jazz musicians. Practically anyone can Jearn to
strum the same three chords
on a guitar and sound like
hundreds of "stars" of today
seiUng millions of records,
but few can achieve the technical excellence of some of
the unknown or relatively unknown jazz and progressive
musicians.
Anyway, back to r adio.
WMMS won out in the popuJartty
r,
to
, net
following the end of WNCR,
WMMS became the big progressive station in town. It
was rea!Jy a treat to listen in
those days. You could be assured you would not hear the
same song every few hours.
The personalities did little
talking, but they were fun to
listen to because they taught
you, and they provided information on artists. Some of
my favorite music came from
the period 1968-1973, and
WMMS was responsible for
making me aware of unknown acts such as Genesis.
Yes, Tim Buckley, King Crimson, Van Morrison, and on
and on.
Unfortunately, a station,
like all of us, bas to make
money to be successful in the
eyes of the owners. Although
WMMS was popular, it was

Alex Bevan (left) and David Krauss. popular loeal performers.

hardly the #1 station in town.
In fact , it probably lo s t
money in the early 1970s.
Anyway, a new policy change
began. slowly at first. and
then more and more so that
instead of playing the truly
progressive music they had in
the past, they played more
and more " popular" or "hit"
music.
The size of the audience increased, and the station grew
and grew, until today little
remains of its past programming. Turning it on at any
time of the day wiU show
that. You will hear just about
the same songs as you do on a
number of other stations.
They even play disco, yuckk.
From a financial standpoint , WMMS can't be
blamed. I took a few business
courses while attending this
fine college, and I know that
it is the bottom line that
speaks of success. So I guess
it is just wishful thinking to
imagine a station that still
plays true free form progressive music. Forget AM radio,
they are aJJ talk or all top 40.
Even commercial FM radio is
unable to fill the void. The
two closest competitors, so to
speak, of WMMS are WKDD
and WWWM.
WKDD was a good station
when it was WCUE-FM. A reoaat poUey ehe.a ....... ~
turn e d it into " m e llow "
(more like "smello-o") rock,
the idea being to play softer
tunes. That would be fine j(
they played some different
songs, but they end up playing the same songs everyone
else is.
WWWM is no better. They
call themselves the " Home of
Continuous Rock." It should
be the "Home of Monotonous
Rock" since they play the
same old tired songs over and
over.
With the trend towards
playing bit music, all stations
jumped on the bandwagon
except for a few college stations. These stations are the
last gasp of progressive
music. Again r ll mention t hat
economics do have a lot to do
with programming, and it is
the lack of expenses which
allows college radio to do this
free form programming.
In the Cleveland area
alone. there are several fine
stations. WCRU, WBWC, and
WCSB from Cleveland State
all do fine shows. One of my
favorites is WKSU. in particular the Fresh Air sh ow
which begins at midnight.
John Carroll's own WUJC
also is highly recommended.
The best and only Cleveland area jazz is heard at
night. The progressive shows
are as good, if not better,
than any other stations, but
they are squeezed into the
afternoons. A few evening
shows would be quite nice for
everyone.
The contemporary shows
might be nice, but they are
musically a waste since you

can bear that same garbage
on at least 25 other stations.
With the high power, WUJC
could , if managed correctly,
become the top college station in Cleveland The potential is there. and this year's
station manager Kevin Caine
is a good hard worker If he
uses some good judgement, I
really think that WUJC, can
fill that gap left by WMMS.
There is a demand for that
type of music, and I r~ally
believe that the audience response will be good. Time
will tell.
As for Room One, this year
was pretty successful. and
credit must to go all, Pat,
Mike, Cousin Dave, John,
Joyce, Joe. Greg. Dianes. Rai-

sinbread. Larry, Leo, Lynn,
and all the rest I forgot to
mention In particular, credit
should be given to Mary Cooney who is so cute and who
did such a great JOb of bringing the talent to the Room.
Keep up the good work ,
Mary.
Regardless of your musical
tastes, I hope you've enjoyed
this article and all those
other opinions I wrote you
probably never read and
threw away. Maybe one day
everyone wtll own a Renaissance album, and the golden
voice of Annie Haslam will
flow out the windows and
into the street. and music
won't be so bad off. I guess
we'll JUSt have to see.

CAMPU S M INI STRY R EPO RT #14
Mass of Thanksgivi ng, 6:30 Sunday in Kulas

Canoe Trip a t Moh ican State Park, May 16
Sign-up in Chapel Office A.

M.D./D.V.M. Dearee-Europe/U.S.A.

IT IS NOT TOO LA'tE tor you to enroll in the
programs of the INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION which offer:
t

Erlrollment for Fall 1978

10

medtcat school:. •n Eutupe

2 M S tn cooperat tOn wrt h recogmLed coltuges and un• ·
versn•es '" tho Unued States. read1nq ro ..dvoncod ploco •
men r '" medtcRt school s tn Spot tn Italy ttnd o rher
European countrtt!S
are ,,
lhe medle41 school lhe
Meclleel

Cutncu\um whiCh

,..,~fMh.·~ S\\tC'h:n\s,1ot \f,\nsh'' \nH'\

un

Ame11can medocat ~choot tCOTRANS)
4 For tho se sludenls who do no1 u ansfer, lhe lnst otule
provodeS JCC:t&drrt'CI. SUDeN•seC Cll ntc;al clerk~hop~ ill

COOI)('rattng Un•ted Stales IOaChtng hosprlals

!i Ourtng lhe hnel year ollorecgn med•cal $ChOOI, lhe tnstc
lule provcdes a supplernental and comprehens,.tl cltn1cat
medtcal currcculum w hrch prl'pares Y0\.110 lake lhe
ECF MG e~a monaloon
The lnatltufe hea been responsible lor proceaalng more
Amerlc.n afudenfs lnlo foreign medieel 1choola then eny
other organlutlon
For further Information 11nd application, contact
INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
Charterl>d l>y 11'1\' At'!)< 'fils of llle Uni\'CfSity or llw S~111' of Nuw York
3 Easl 54th Strool New YO< I< NV 1001'2 i:?t llt8J2·208'l

*.,...
..,.,.
*-- a.rs

10 fme conditiOn
at super savrriQS

s· ..

~
~
~ W" 5

tGHEST

Cr ~sa PAID

*

FOR GOOD USED LP's

(based on conde lion and pOQUianfy)

....

'FilE
RK081J EXCJUANGIE
Qpon Mon lhru Fri. 12-6. Sl:tt 12- 7

2806 MAYFIEJ..D RD.

llf

eo-.cry

/:.a/(icft'~ PIZZA

0:a ·
/~
d

32 f - J887

&

SPAGBEftl HOUSES
"MACIIFICO''

crt b.tt• r than t.oMnabw pncH
coclftoil' • ~ • wirw • liquor

"Homt o# IM ~
Gonabtt,er Solod
Mimi's holtouct

' WinMt of tht Good Dinint

~ libt-Q.iQ..,

Aword 1974-76

'Try -popul.99"
lundl.on lpteiel.-so~ orwl spogfwtti
' &.ouhfvl - carrditioned

AutMnlic ltolion Foods

' fcrting Place of Supet
StOt'i from The Front 1'No 3 hos lt rroct din eng
wnlren bot

I
II
5711 Mayfield Rd . 14J17Cedar Rd.
Mayfield Hts.
South Euclid

449-2350

382·3560

clintng , _

Ill
6169 Mayfield
Mayfield Hts.

442.0280

Open Sundew fhru Thursday II a.m. to I a.m. ·
Friday and Saturday to 2:30a.m.

TAKE OUT SERVICE
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Buggers Ice Irish
by John C. Palumbo

Notre Dame's "An Tostal"
weekend. their biggest weekend of the spring was a festive affair for all. The Green
Gator Rugby Club traveled
Friday to challenge the Fighting I rish in the Notre Dame
season finale.
The warmth of the sun,
and the great enthusiasm and
pride of the Gators along
with the largest crowd ever
to watch a Gator rugby
match (over 1,000 in attendance), combined for a 9-4
victory.
The tone of the match was
set on the opening kickoff
when Chris "whipped" Coburn kl;locked an opponent's
block off. The fierce hitting
was shown by the number of
Irish players that lay sense-

less on t he green turf
throughout the match.
Saturday marked tbe return to action of last season's
MVP, J ohn "bad shoulder"
Roche. Every time John got
his hands on the ball he
threatened to score with dazzling runs. At the end of the
first half John touched the
ball down after barreling
over two befuddled ruggers
on a thirty yard burst.
Jim "hi mom" McDonald
kicked the two point conversion from a difficult angle.
Earlier in the match Jim
kicked a 3 point penalty kick
which started the scoring in
the match. Notre Dame then
scored a try, taking the lead
4-3. Roche's and McDonald's
scores made it 9-4 at halftime.

The highlight of the second
half was the intense pursuit
and strong rocking of the
Gator serum. stopping the
Irish short on a goal line
stand. Frank "Lane" Maslalaski then booted the ball
far and out of bounds. John
"cinque" Manilla and Tom
"smoke" Coughlin played
fiercely in the serum.
The victory was especially
sweet as the Irish are the
Green Gators arch-rivals. Our
heroes even r esorted to
wearing earrings to psyche
out the opponents.
The B game saw the Gators
topped 28-0.
The locals finish their season this Saturday at home vs.
the Windsor Borderers.

Rose slams four horne runs,
baHing slump broken
by Patrice Aylward
The Blue Streak baseball
team played back~to-back
doubleheaders last weekend

as they traveled to Washington and Jefferson on Friday
and Bethany on Saturday.
On Friday, the Streaks'

bats broke out of a hitting
slump, as senior Jim Szakos,
sophomore Don Rose and
sophomore Mike Borrelli hit
two home runs apiece. A fiverun outburst in the seventh
inning gave reliever Dave
Mosier, who replaced Phil
Zito. an 11 -6 win, evening his

Howvtofind
a su~n~ner job.
Talk to Manpower.
We've got summer job
opportunities for temporary
workers. In factories, warehouses, stores ... indoors
and outdoors.
Work as much as you
want. Or as little. It's up
to you.
There's a Manpower office
almost anywhere you're
spending the summer. Stop
in and we'll plan a job
schedule for you.

ca~~
An equal opportunity employer.

,

record at-l-1.
The second game resulted
in a 9-6 Streak victory, giving
John Carroll a sweep of the
doubleheader. The bats remained active as Don Rose
hit two more home runs,
making it four for the day
and adding seven RBI's to his
total. Larry Werbeach's solo
shot added to the nine runs
scored in the first two innings against the Presidents.
The squad did not "ia'ir "as
well on Saturday in West Virginia. They dropped a twin
bill to the Bethany Bisons.
The Streak sluggers were
strangely silent as Jim Alemagno lost his third game by
one run.
One positive aspect of the
second game was the hitting
of senior Jim Carrabine,
going three-for-three.
Losing continued Tuesday
as the pitching against visiting Akron University left
much to be desired.
The opener saw Bobby
Dunford get socked for
twelve runs before Dave
Mosier came on in relief.
Akron's Don Karmishoff hit a
grand slam in the first inning
of the game which ended in a
15-7 Carroll loss.
Tlle second game was
equally distressing. Sophomore Wally West started his
first varsity game and gave
up nine runs.
The Streaks are now 5-15
overall and 2-4 in the PAC.
They play the remainder of
the season at home, facing
Thiel College today at 1:00
p.m.

r

SPORTS
Athletic Awards Given,
Maxwell wins AD's Plaque
by Jack Schufreider
Seniors Jim Weir and Burt
Maxwell each received two
awards at the annual Winter
Sports Banquet. held Sunday
in the O'Dea Room.
Maxwell was named the
Most Valuable player on the
swimming team, and was
given the Athletic Director's
Award for his contributions
to the school and the athletic
program for the last four
years.
Weir was named Most
Valuable Wrestler and was
the recipient of a special portrait depicting him defeating
a LeHigh opponent to become
an All-American. The work
was the gift of the J CU
Alumni Association.
Weir, who finished his career as winningest wrestler
ever here, drew a two-minute
standing ovation from the appreciative crowd. His credits
include four PAC champions hips, three Div. m AnAmerican awards, and two
Div. I All-American honors.
FoJ:: t.h..e wrestling Learn,
coach Tony DeCarlo awarded
Tom Cua the Most Improved
Wrestler Award and Larry
Elliot t h e Most VaJuable
Freshman trophy. Mike
Trautman, Kevin O'Neill, and
Cua were named tri-<:aptains
for next year.
Sam Milanovich named
Saul Cyvas as the Most Valuable Player on the basketball
team. Jim Skerl was the Most
Inspirational Player and Mike
English the Most Improved.
Terry Schaefer was
awarded the Most Valuable
Player award for the
Women's basketball team by
her coach , Joe Spicuzza.

Burt Maxwell
Chris Schenkelburg was the
Most Improved .
SFC . Klaus Pagendarm
gave his Rifle team awards to
Most Valuable Shooter Patrick Sweeney and Most Improved Shooter .rohn Sideras.
Kathleen Manning
presented tennis awards to
Fran Twomey, the Most V aluable Player. Fran was also
given a special plaque (with a
swimmer engraved on it by
mistake!) for being the first
four year letter winner for
the women's tennis team. Dot
Gesenues was named Most
Improved Player.
Ron Zwierlein proved to be
an excellent comedian as
well as swimming coach in
presenting his awards. Rich
Lewandowski was the swimmer's Most Improved Player,
and Mark Lyden received the
coach's award. Manager Maureen H eben also was
honored. Mike Schmidt, Hal
Hawk, and Kevin Whalen
were named captains for
next year's team.

Case outruns Streaks
by Joe Ogrinc
The track team lost to
crosstown rivals CaseWestern
Reserve University last
Wednesday by a final tally of
96-48. With this loss the
team's record dipped to 2-4
while Case remains unbeaten
in the conference with a 6-0
mark.
The trackmen won only
four first-place spots: Sassier
in the 400 and 220 m dashes,
West in the 110 m dash, and
DeRosa in the 440 m intermediate hurdles. Case took
the other first place spots.
In the final dual meet of
the season last Saturday, the
Streaks ran at Wasbington
and Jefferson College, and
rebounded to a 95-51 victory
following a three-meet losing
streak. This final victory
boosted the track team's
. record to 3-4, and served as a

tune-up for this weekend's
PAC championships.
At The Big Meet, the
Streaks will try to rebound
from their disappointing season. As the playoffs are to
football, so are the Conference Championships to track;
it's a new season. The Streaks
can come back at this meet
and beat the teams to which
they lost during the regular
season. This meet determines
the final standings.
The events last for two
days, starting today and continuing through tomorrow.
----------PAC Championship Sclledule
TRACK-May 5, 6 at Bethany
College
TENNIS-May 5, 6 at
Carnegie-Mellon
GOLF-May 4, 5 at Thiel College
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All-Americans shine
on JCU sports scene
by Jack Scbufrelder
To be a member of a winning varsity team takes skills
and determination . Many
have that ability.
But few athletes have the
combination of skill, desire,
and persistence to become a
member of the most exclusive club in the college ranks
- the All-Americans.
John Carroll was well
represented this year by not
one but three AU-Americans.
Their accomplishments speak
for themselves, and we salute
their achievements.
Freshman Doug Virden became JCU's youngest AllAmerican ever this season in
diving. He is the first member of the three-year-old Carroll swim team to be so
honored.

Netters Win,
Prep for PAC's

Doug won the PAC onemeter championship, setting
a new record with 501 72
points. He barely lost the
PAC three-meter championship, but came back to place
7th in the NCAA Div. ill on
the high board and 5th on the
low one to gain Alf-American
standing in both.
Greg Louis is JCU's AllAmerican on the move. The
smooth junior was runner-up
to CWRU's Pete Kummant in
the PAC cross-country championships. In the NCAA's he
finished ahead of Kummant,
and the 8th place time was
good enough for his AllAmerican standing.
Greg also holds the JCU
record in the three-mile run
at 14:14.0.
Jim Weir has accomplished

The tennis team wrapped
up their dual match season at
Baldwin -Wallace Tuesday
with a 6-3 victory The win
upped the squad's recore to
6-3-1, with a 5- J-1 PAC mark.
Tius is their best season in
four years
Greg Louis
more for John Carroll on the
wrestling mats than few Carroll athletes ever have. In the
Weir trophy case rest three
NCAA Div. Ill All-American
awards. two Div I awards,
and four PAC championship
credits. He is the winningest
wrestler in JCU htstory (no
small accomplishment considering the quality of past
grapplers) and represented
JCU in the East-West wrestling match in Philadelphia

welcome
ome

Doug VIrden

this season. fo'ans would -often
come to the matches just to
see him, and he never disappointed them. He will be the
standard by which future
JCU wrestlers are judged.

The Streaks should seed
players at eight of the nine
positions in the PAC championship tournament, a good
lndicatton of the team's
strength.
The lineup 1s: #1 singlesTim Botti !8·2), #2-Bruce
Brownridge !9~1), #3-John
Plesbmger (7 3). #4· Dave
Short (5-4), and #S-Nick Matteo (2-3) Botti and Rich
Vance form the #1 doubles
pair, with Brownridge and
Short the #2 team Pentz and
Pleshinger handle the #3
doubles spots
The keys to the team's success this season has been the
improved coaching of Ron
Zwierlein and Chuck Angelo,
and the leadership of Dave
Sikorskt, the captam.

Jim Weir

The Ptttrm fare
One of the first ~~
young Pufms learn to do
is fly IcelandiC.
BePulinR April I,

1978. Icelandic will
fly any youth (Pulfm
or person) from 12
Uuu 23 yt·ars old
roundtnp from New
York to Lwwmbour11
for JUSt $400. $43()
from Clucago. Rc
tum tickets art•
good for a run

But tllt:'re's more to
Jc(.>landic than JUSt

low rare...
You'D gel a
grt.'al dlmer and
excellent service
on your~. And
Icelandic wil

yez Fares are
subject to

1:r

set you down

fiJdlt in the midcleo( the European Contnmt,
where you'D be
• .J.ISl hours away by
:
lr.tin from Europe.s

an~.

Somewhere tn the Thtrd World. your famlly tS watttng. Your brothers, your
neighbors, men. women and children very much in need of your love.
Imagine how much you can do for them. You can share God with them. gtve
them hope and peace and dignity. You can counsel and educate them give
them lood, clothing and medictne. Even in their world ol grtnding oppress10n.
you can help set them free.

11 will take a lifetime. but after all. they are your famtly. In God's eyes, everyone is your family

•
.

So take a travel
tip from Iceland's
favorite bird.
Learn to fly lcdandic.
See your tr.IVd
agent Or write
Dept. I 352,
Icelandic Airmes.
P.O. Box 105,

Let us tell you more about life as a Maryknoll MtSStoner Send us the coupon or
call toll free (800) 431-2008, it could be your ttcket home.

---- -------------------JC3j
Mary~o'].~!!l:l~~~~~f!~fc,~
I
people

DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS • Maryknoll Missioners • Maryknoll. N.Y 10545

I

Dear Father·
Please send me tnformallon about becomtng a Maryknoll
Pnest
Brother
Stster

I

I

Name

I

Address

College

ZtpCode

State

Ctty
Age

1

Phone

Class
Year of Graduatron

I
I
I
I
I

--------------------------

mostllunous
Jandmari(s.

West Hempstead.

N.Y. 11552. Cal
800-555-1212 for
toll free number
Ul your area.

$345
$400

Roundtrip 14-45 d3y API':X fare from N.Y.'

ZJ

JOHN CARROU UNIVERSITY FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

A. M.
8:00
to
9:50

10:00
to
11: 50

WEDNESDAY
HAY 10
NTWF 12
HWTF U
NWF 12

TT
TT
TT

8 :00 a . m.
8:25
8:35

SPRING
THURSDAY
HAY 11
NTWT 10
HTWTF 10
tiTWF 10
MW
10
HWTF 10
HWF
10
All EC 202
Day Sections

1978
FR(OAY
HAY 12
MTWT 8
8 a.m.
ttw
HWTF8
MWF 8
WF
8:35
2
2
2

TU
TT
TTF

All.,AC 202

Day Sect i ons

to
2:50

TU
TT
TH

MW or

ll
ll

11

3:00
to
4:50
4:00
to
5:50
6:00
to
7:50
8:00
to
9:50

TT

HW or W 6 : 00
6:25
HW
HW
6:30

TH
TT

MWT

6:30

TT

HW
HW

7:25
TT
8:00 p.m. Ttl
7:25

1. Find day and

time your class
normally meets.
See blocks for
these days and
times,

HW
MTWF
MWF
MF
w

2
2

Hl'WT
M1'WTF

2

~ITWF

MW or MWTF II
2
ll
2
MWF
11
AIl Saturday WF
Classes

HTWT
MTWTF

HP

I

MW

HWTF

t

ttWTF

1

ll
ll
Il

3

9

H

9
9
9

MW or
MW

HWF or F 9
TT
3:30
TT
4
TT
4 : 30
4:35
TT

HWF 1

w
w

TU
1'T
TT

TH
TT

TT

w

MONDAY
HAY 15
All MS 10l,l0,
201 , 20,7 & EC 206
Day Sects . Rooms
announced by
instructors .

HTWI'
MTWP
HWF-W-WF

All CO 100 Day
Sections
Sec . 51 - SC256
" 52 - SC168
" 53 - AD226
" 54 - AD258

Sfi'JURDAY
HAY 13
'CU 9
l'T 9:30
TT 10
Til 9:30

TT

5
5:30

6
6
6:05
6:30

M 2-4 : 45
MW 4 MW 4:30
HW 4:35
HWT 4 MWF 4
TU 6
TU 6:30
TTF6

8:00 p.m. TU 7 or 8
7:25
TU 7:25

2. The date for
t he exruninatioo
is found at the
top of the
column.

3 . The time for
examination
is found in the
column at the
far left.

3:30
3
1:30
l2: 30
12:30
12:45
12:30
1:00

MW
5 (1)
1) HTlOl-1 SC167
H525-t in SC256
M 6
H 6:30

H

7:25

H 8

4. The place will
be t he room
normally used
dur1ng the
semester
unless noted
otherwise.

The doctor doesn't cut out
anything. You cut out cigarettes.
This simple surgery is the surest
way to save you from lung cancer.
And the American Cancer Society
will help you pedorm it.
We have free clinics to help you
quit smoking. So, before you smoke
another cigarette, call the A.C.S.
office nearest you.
And don't put it off. The longer
you keep smoking, the sooner it can
kill you.

I
CMCa SOCIETY t
AMEIICAI

..

